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Factorial, curaulant and //,-moments in dependence on their rank q for the instanton-
induced deep inelastic scattering (DIS) in the framework of QCD are calculated numerically
and analyzed. Hadronization is taken into account by means of Monte Carlo simulation
The obtained correlation moments show specific behaviour, which can be considered as a
new criterion of the QCD-mstantons identification on experiment at HERA

1 Introduction
As is known, such gauge theories as SM of electroweak interactions and QCD have degener-
ated vacuum structure on the classical level [1]: potential energy is periodic with respect to
the Chern-Simons number

Minimal energy (classical vacua) corresponds to integer Na Neighboring vacua are
separated by a potential barrier.

Usual perturbative theory (Feynman rules) describes phenomena with Ncs — 0 only
Quantum tunneling transitions between neighboring vacua can be described by means of in-
stantons, which are classical solutions of the Euclidean field equations with finite action [2].
Taking into account such tunneling transitions leads to the baryon number violation in
SM [3], which is connected with the problem of matter and antimatter asymmetry in the Uni-
verse [4]. In QCD instantons lead to the chirality violation, allow to solve U(l)-problem [3],
give contribution to the confinement [5]. Therefore, the experimental discovery of instantons
would be of fundamental significance for particle physics.

It was suggested that probability of the instanton transitions can increase in high energy
collisions [6]. There is a possibility of the instanton-induced events identification in the
electron-proton DIS at HERA (DESY) [7]. On parton level instanton induced DIS final
states can be distinguished from ordinary (perturbative) ones through some features

• high multiplicity (the average number of partons ~ 10 [7]);

• isotropic distribution of partons in the instanton rest system and presence, practically,
of all light quarks (u, d, s) in each events [3];
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• specific behaviour of gluon con-elation characteristics [9].

There are also some "footprints" of QCD-instantons on hadron level [8] (specific hadron
spectrum, large transversal energy flow, dependence F2(x,Q2), etc )

In our paper additional "footprints" of QCD-instanton6 (factorial, cumulant and Hq-
moments) are studied.

2 Parton Multiplicity Distribution of the Instanton-
induced Final States

In DiS instantons can appear in the quark-gluon subprocesses (Fig.l) The following usual
variables are used'

^ VS. x' = g, (2)
where transferred momentum square Q2 and Bjorken variable x describe total DIS process,
Q2 and x4 characterize the matanton subprocess

Fig 1 Instanton induced DIS (figure was taken from [10])

As was mentioned above high parton multiplicity is one of the main characteristics of the
instanton-induced events. The distribution on numbers of gluons in the instanton-induced
events is given by the expression:

where aM - total cross-section, T(klt ,*„) is the amplitude of the production of gluons
with the energy-momentum 4-vectors kt, .., k*, It is calculated by means of applying LSZ-
technique to the Euclidean n-pointe Green function, which is given by the following Feynman
path integral (in the quasiclassical approximation)

&)..*£&). (4)

where S'[A] is QCD Euclidean action, A' *{x) - instanton configuration [2] In quasiclassical
approximation Gauss integral (4) is known calculable expression The integration is carried
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out on the gluon fields, which connect neighbor classical vacua. Factorization in (4) leads to
the Poisson distribution on the final gluon number [8, 9]'

0.5 < i ' < 1 (5)

The quarks production in the instanton processes is described by the well-known fixed
multiplicity distribution (if we take into account zero modes only [3]):

J* f> = « * . , * . (6)

where nj is a number of massless quark flavors We suggest that masses of u, d, s are equal
to zero

Thus, if we take into account both gluons and quarks, then the following distribution is
obtained

This theoretically derived distribution is incorporated as essential feature into QCDINS
2 0 [11], a Monte Carlo event generator of instanton-induced DIS events. Kinematics is
determined by 4-momenta conservation laws and quaaclaasical approximation

3 Calculation of the Correlation Moments for the
Instanton-induced Processes at Parton Level

Study of the correlation moments is more useful sometimes than study of the multiplic-
ity distribution [12] Let us remind the well-known definition of the normalized factorial
moments-

F < = ^ i v < ^ ^ ' GOO = E p»*n, ° < * < i (8)
where < n > is the average multiplicity, Q(z) - generating function

In the case of the instanton-induced multiparticle production processes. Q(z) and < n >
have the following forms'

|= E«
It is well known, that normalized factorial moments for ordinary perturbative processes of
the particle production strongly increase with increasing q. There is opposite dependence
on 9 for instanton-induced events (Fig.2). Thus the behaviour of the factorial moments for
the instanton-induced processes is a new instanton identification criterion.



Also we can consider the normalized cumulant moments:

*,._!_ «g&| (10)
It is not difficult to calculate A', for the instanton distribution (7)

K = 2n /(-l)«-'g!-r < n, > Stl .

It is more interesting to consider the instanton contribution to the ratio of the cumulant
and factorial moments'

These moments have the following properties for the perturbative QCD1 decreasing oscilla-
tions, presence of the negative correlations, there is the first minimum at q = 5 [12] Unlike
this behaviour, for the instanton distribution Jiff-moments have the first minimum at q = 2

4 Correlation Moments of Charged Particle Multiplic-
ity Distribution

We used a Monte Carlo package QCDINS 2.0 to calculate factorial and /f,-moments at
hadron level for instanton-induced DIS as well as for ordinary one- and two-jet DIS at
HERA At final h&dronization step we tried both HERWIG cluster hadromzation and Jetset
stnng fragmentation to investigate dependence of results on hadromzation model Calcu-
lated factorial moments of charged particle multiplicity distribution for instanton-induced
DIS (Fig 4) are strongly suppressed in comparison to ordinary DIS and show a very small de-
pendence on hadronization model. if,-moments of charged particle multiplicity distribution
for instanton-induced DIS(Fig.S) show a very small dependence on hadromzation model and
different to ordinary DIS behaviour as well, first minimum of H, being at q = 2.

5 Summary and Conclusions
Factorial, cumulant and if,-moments are calculated for instanton-induced DIS both at parton
and hadron levels. Specific behaviour of these moments is observed as compared to ordinary
DIS

• strong suppression of F,,

• shift of the minimum of Hq to q = 2.

Stability of the results under change from HERWIG to Jetset hadronization model is
observed. Thus, such specific behaviour of the correlation moments can be regarded as a
new signal of the QCD nonperturbative vacuum phenomenon in addition to the well-known
"footprints". We propose two step procedure for the experimental QCD instantons search
at HERA:
1) selection of instanton-induced events according to search strategies proposed in [13];
2) analysis of the correlation moments for the selected events and comparison with theoretical
predictions
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Fig.2. The dependence of the normalized
factorial moments on their rank q for the
different average gluon numbers: < n, >=
2 (solid line), < n, >= 8 (dash line); n/ -
3.

Fig.4 The dependence of the normalized
factorial moments on their rank q for one-
jet(DISl), two-jet(DIS2) and instaDton-
induced(INST) events
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Fig 5. /J€-moment8 for one-jet(DISl), two-
jet(DIS2) and inslanton-induced(INST)
events.

Fig.3. H, as the function of q, < n, >= 2,
n/ = 3. upper curve - full plot, lower -
first part of the plot.
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